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to sell is human offers a fresh look at the art and science of selling. he reveals the new abcs of moving others (its no longer always be closing), explains why
extraverts dont make the best salespeople, and shows how giving people an off-ramp for their actions can matter more than actually changing their minds. the
book explores a new approach to selling that is based on the principle that most people who buy don't buy for reasons. instead, they buy because they are sick
of being sick. they want to be healthy and they are willing to pay for it. the "sick sell" or "healthy sell" is based on the idea that it is far better to sell a product
or service that people love than one they dislike. this is because people have an inbuilt need to do something that gives them happiness and satisfaction. the

goal of the "sick sell" is to help people find what they want. the "healthy sell" is an extension of the "sick sell". it takes the already popular "healthy buy" model
and adapts it for the selling of solutions that are relatively painless and inexpensive to obtain. the "healthy sell" is about a process of discovering what it is that

people need and then helping them to find the best product that meets their needs. the book also contains a list of 12 "sick sell" questions. these questions
should be useful in helping salespeople work out what it is that they need and how they can be helped. they are also a good way to develop your own sick sell

questions as you find that your customers are not buying because of the products or services they are selling.
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i strongly believe that those who want to sell are in some way already successful. many
of these people have followed the conventional route into selling. they have had an

education in sales, worked hard, gotten good results, and then been promoted. this is the
usual route of professional selling. if you have followed this route, then this book has no

further value for you. if you have not, then this book is a must read for you. i have no
doubt that this book will change your selling career in a way that will allow you to really

stand out. if you wish to be a trusted sales sherpa for your prospects and integrate
yourself into their buying journey, then this book is a must read for you. if you wish to
succeed as a sales professional, then this is the book you need to read. an example of

spin selling, presented in an engaging visual format that is easy to follow and includes 90
different, step-by-step diagrams and illustrations. ideal for sales people who want a

visual guide that is easy to understand and follow. guides to choosing the right products
or services, presenting the story, asking the right questions, and identifying the

appropriate sales process. and, a complete chapter on spin selling for b2b companies.
more than just a method book, the spin selling fieldbook is a field-proven field guide that

you can put to work immediately. i would like to take this opportunity to invite you to
check out my latest book “spin selling fieldbook” if you have not already done so. the

book is chock full of valuable examples and strategies as well as step by step examples
and real life stories to help you quickly master the spin selling model and transform your
sales into a sales machine. i hope you enjoy it as much as i enjoyed writing it. you can

get the book at amazon.com for just $24.95. if you want to learn more about spin selling
feel free to visit www.salesgamestrategy.com or the sales game strategy blog.
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